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BELMASH - TSB2000 TABLE SAW

€574,38 (excl. VAT)

The TSB2000 is a compact and portable saw table with a cutting capacity of 0 - 70 mm. With a saw blade
tilted 45°, this still has 45 mm cutting height. The machine is powered by a powerful 2.7 HP induction
motor. The induction motor makes this compact table saw a lot more powerful and quieter than other
table saws. An integrated T-slot in the work table is provided with a steel miter gauge. The machine is

equipped with an aluminum tilting rip fence that clamps both the front and the back. There is a
connection for extraction at the top and bottom. All size markings are provided on clear and adjustable

steel rulers.

SKU: BEL-TSB2000
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

The TSB2000 is a compact and portable saw table with a cutting capacity of 0 - 70 mm. With a saw blade tilted
45°, this still has 45 mm cutting height. The machine is powered by a powerful 2.7 HP induction motor. The
induction motor makes this compact table saw a lot more powerful and quieter than other table saws. An
integrated T-slot in the work table is provided with a steel miter gauge. The machine is equipped with an

aluminum tilting rip fence that clamps both the front and the back. There is a connection for extraction at the
top and bottom. All size markings are provided on clear and adjustable steel rulers.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

230V, 2.7 HP powerful induction motor
No carbon brushes

40 % less noise, 30 % more power
Compact and portable

Aluminium tiltable rip fence
Miter gauge in T-slot

Saw blade in height adjustable from 0 to 70 mm
Solid 2.5 mm thick sheet steel tables

Tiltable saw blade
Clear reading on steel band

DESCRIPTION

The TSB2000 is a compact and portable saw table with a cutting capacity of 0 - 70 mm. With a saw blade tilted
45°, this still has 45 mm cutting height. The machine is powered by a powerful 2.7 HP induction motor. The
induction motor makes this compact table saw a lot more powerful and quieter than other table saws. An
integrated T-slot in the work table is provided with a steel miter gauge. The machine is equipped with an

aluminum tilting rip fence that clamps both the front and the back. There is a connection for extraction at the
top and bottom. All size markings are provided on clear and adjustable steel rulers.

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 40 kg

Dimensions 76 × 55 × 36 cm

Cutting depth 45° 45 mm

Tilt 45°

Diameter sawblade 280mm
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Shaft diameter 30 mm

Saw blade speed 2850

YOU MAY ALSO LIKE…

BELMASH - CBS2400
saw table

https://tendotools.com/en/product/belmash-cbs2400-saw-table/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/belmash-cbs2400-saw-table/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/belmash-cbs2400-saw-table/

